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a b s t r a c t
The popular Nelson–Siegel [Nelson, C.R., Siegel, A.F., 1987. Parsimonious modeling of yield curves. Journal
of Business 60, 473–489] yield curve is routinely fit to cross sections of intra-country bond yields, and
Diebold–Li [Diebold, F.X., Li, C., 2006. Forecasting the term structure of government bond yields. Journal
of Econometrics 130, 337–364] have recently proposed a dynamized version. In this paper we extend
Diebold–Li to a global context, modeling a potentially large set of country yield curves in a framework
that allows for both global and country-specific factors. In an empirical analysis of term structures of
government bond yields for the Germany, Japan, the UK and the US, we find that global yield factors do
indeed exist and are economically important, generally explaining significant fractions of country yield
curve dynamics, with interesting differences across countries.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The yield curve is of great interest both to academics and market
practitioners. Hence yield curve modeling has generated a huge
literature spanning many decades, particularly as regards the term
structure of government bond yields. Much of that literature is
unified by the assumption that the yield curve is driven by a
number of latent factors (e.g., Litterman and Scheinkman (1991),
Balduzzi et al. (1996), Bliss (1997a,b) and Dai and Singleton (2000)).
Moreover, in many cases the latent yield factors may be interpreted
as level, slope and curvature (e.g., Andersen and Lund (1997) and
Diebold and Li (2006)). The vast majority of the literature studies
a single country’s yield curve in isolation and relates domestic
yields to domestic yield factors, and more recently, to domestic
macroeconomic factors (e.g., Ang and Piazzesi (2003), Diebold et al.
(2006) and Mönch (2006)).
Little is known, however, about whether common global yield
factors are operative, and more generally, about the nature
of dynamic cross-country bond yield interactions. One might
naturally conjecture the existence of global bond yield factors,
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as factor structure is routinely present in financial markets, in
which case understanding global yield factors is surely crucial for
understanding the global bond market. Numerous questions arise.
Do global yield factors indeed exist? If so, what are their dynamic
properties? How do country yield factors load on the global
factors, and what are the implications for cross-country yield
curve interactions? How much of country yield factor variation
is explained by global factors, and how much by country-specific
factors, and does the split vary across countries in an interpretable
way? Has the importance of global yield factors varied over time,
perhaps, for example, increasing in recent years as global financial
markets have become more integrated?
In this paper we begin to address such questions in the context
of a powerful yet tractable yield curve modeling framework.
Building on the classic work of Nelson and Siegel (1987) as
dynamized by Diebold and Li (2006), we construct a hierarchical
dynamic factor model for sets of country yield curves, in which
country yields may depend on country factors, and country factors
may depend on global factors. Using government bond yields for
the US, Germany, Japan, and the UK, we estimate the model and
extract the global yield curve factors. We then decompose the
variation in country yields and yield factors into the parts dues
global and idiosyncratic components. Finally, we also explore the
evolution (or lack thereof) of global yield curve dynamics in recent
decades.
Our generalized Nelson–Siegel approach is related to, but
distinct from, existing work that tends to focus on spreads
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between domestic bond yields and a ‘‘world rate’’ (e.g., Al Awad
and Goodwin (1998)), implicit one-factor analyses based on the
international CAPM (e.g., Solnik (1974, 2004) and Thomas and
Wickens (1993)), multi-factor analyses of long bond spreads
(e.g., Dungey et al. (2000)), and affine equilibrium analyses (e.g.,
Brennan and Xia (2006)). Instead we work in a rich environment
where each country yield curve is driven by country factors, which
in turn are driven both by global and country-specific factors.
Hence we achieve an approximate global bond market parallel to
the global real-side work of Lumsdaine and Prasad (2003), Gregory
and Head (1999) and Kose et al. (2003).
We proceed as follows. In Section 2 we describe our basic global
bond yield modeling framework, and in Section 3 we discuss our
bond yield data for four countries. In Section 4 we provide fullsample estimates and variance decompositions for the global yield
curve model, and in Section 5 we provide sub-sample results. We
conclude in Section 6.
2. Modeling framework

Note that (3) is effectively the measurement equation of a state
space system with state vector (lit , sit )0 , as emphasized by Diebold
et al. (2006). Hence the generalized Nelson–Siegel model does
not need to be cast in state space form — it is already in state
space form. Subsequently we will discuss the details of specific
parameterizations of that state space form, but for now we simply
note its immediate existence.
2.2. Multi-country
We now move to an N-country framework. We allow global
yields to be depend on global yield factors,
Yt (τ ) = Lt + St

2.1. Single-country
The Diebold–Li factorization of the Nelson–Siegel yield curve
for a single country (at a particular and arbitrary point in time) is
yi (τ ) = li + si
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where yi (τ ) denotes the continuously-compounded zero-coupon
nominal yield on a τ -month bond, li , si , ci and λi are parameters,
and νi (τ ) is a disturbance with standard deviation σi (τ ). Following
Diebold and Li, we dynamize the model by allowing the parameters
to vary over time,
yit (τ ) = lit + sit
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and we interpret lit , sit , and cit as latent factors. In particular,
as shown by Diebold and Li, they are level, slope and curvature
factors, respectively, because their factor loadings are a constant,
a decreasing function of τ and a concave function of τ . (Hence
the notation l, s and c.) As the yield factors vary over time, this
generalized Nelson–Siegel model can generate a variety of timevarying yield curve shapes.
Henceforth we will work with a simplified version of the yield
curve (3). First, we will assume constancy of the parameters
λit over countries and time. Following Diebold and Li (2006),
there is little loss of generality from doing so, because, λ
primarily determines the maturity at which the curvature loading
is maximized. Second, because the curvature factor is normally
estimated with low precision due to missing data at very short
and/or very long maturities in most of the countries used in our
study, and because curvature lacks clear links to macroeconomic
fundamentals as shown in Diebold et al. (2006), we focus on the
model with level and slope factors only. Hence we write
yit (τ ) = lit + sit
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where the Yt (τ ) are global yields and Lt and St are global
yield factors. We endow the global yield factors with simple
autoregressive dynamics,

 
Diebold and Li (2006) and Diebold et al. (2006, 2005) show that,
in a US closed-economy environment, a generalized Nelson–Siegel
model accurately approximates yield curve dynamics and provides
good forecasts. Here we extend that framework to a multi-country
environment, allowing for both global and country-specific factors.
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where the Utn are disturbances such that EUtn Utn0 = (σ n )2 if t = t 0
and n = n0 , and 0 otherwise, n = l, s.
Each country’s yield curve remains characterized by (3), but we
now allow the country common factors, lit and sit , to load on the
global factors Lt and St , as well as country idiosyncratic factors:
lit = αil + βil Lt + εitl
sit = α + β
s
i

s
i St
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where {α , α } are constant terms, {β , β } are loadings on global
factors, and {εitl , εits } are country idiosyncratic factors, i = 1, . . . , N.
Because we include constant terms in (6), we assume with no loss
of generality that the country idiosyncratic factors have zero mean.
In addition, we make two sets of identifying assumptions. First,
because the magnitudes of global factors and factor loadings are
not separately identified, we assume that innovations to global
factors have unit standard deviation, that is, σ n = 1, n = l, s.1
Second, to identify the signs of factors and factor loadings, we
assume that the US loadings on the global factors are positive; that
n
is, we assume that βus
> 0, n = l, s.
As with the global factors, we allow the county idiosyncratic
factors to have first-order autoregressive dynamics,
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where the unit are disturbances such that Eunit uni0 t 0 = (σin )2 if i = i0 ,
t = t 0 and n = n0 , and 0 otherwise, n = l, s. We also assume
the shocks to the global factors Utn and the shocks to the country0

0

0

specific factors unit are orthogonal: EUtn uni,t −s = 0, for all n, n , i,
and s.
Many variations, extensions and specializations of this basic
model are of course possible. For example, a useful specialization to
facilitate tractable estimation would restrict the dynamic matrices
in (5) and (7) to be diagonal. (We shall do this.) As another example,
an interesting extension would include not only global factors, but
also regional factors, in which case country factors could depend
on regional factors, which in turn could depend on global factors.
We shall not consider such extensions in this paper; instead, we
now implement empirically our basic model sketched thus far.

1 This follows Sargent and Sims (1977) and Stock and Watson (1989).

